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Be Digit-all and Be Platform Neutral

…and work like a dog!

Arrange content in data base format

Don’t think newspaper

Don’t even think multimedia

Think content. Think Omnimedia. Pour content into any container.  

Make sure you have experts for special jobs on each platform

Sit platform guys (tech) in newsroom: 2-way knowledge will spread

Content as 
play dough

Separate content from presentation
(Use Cascading Style Sheets, CSS)
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1. .SMS alert

From fastest to slowest, for best use of resources
(it adapts to our customers’  pattern of consumption)

Get the Time-Sequence Right:

3. Use Social Media to attract attention

2. Basic story on web. Tweet.

6. .Repackage for monetization (TV news and reports, magazines, radio…)

4. .Improve web with audio, video, graphics, geo, background

5. Produce newspaper
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Identify and bet on your core competencies

Choose local relevant topics

Link to add background info to content

Link for complementary info

Facilitate and accept suggestions from others

Build activity around you (forget losing traffic, think   

local platform, local hub)

“Do what you do best.  
Link to the Rest”

Accept the New Mantra in Media:
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Become the Local Axis:

Open your containers (banish “me, my content, my site” approach)  

Don’t only meet your audiences in your “house”.  Meet also “outside”

Funnel others’ local content input into your platform

Create a network of bloggers

Meet & listen to journalists/citizens who contribute the most

Let them see the money thru you: be their advertising network

Be the agora where users meet.  Losing full control is good: let them gain more control

…and establish with audiences new relationships, in new places
since it’s the only way to maintain revenues and create new ones
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Become the Local Axis (cont’d):

around which content moves, but don’t try to own it

Don’t try to cover all local issues with your own staff.

• it’s impossible
• some (smaller) markets would resent it; more voices needed

Let others gather content and share in the money

You can seduce with technology, hosting, visibility…

Accept it: 

Other local projects will mature and aggregate to get revenues.  That’s a fact  

Don’t fight it.  Instead, lead it.  Become their ad source

Do it openly.  Do it in a smart way. Share. You will become irreplaceable

By letting others build on you,  your BRAND will be reinforced                   
Build on their success
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More examples at http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/

Get Your Editors to Routinely Scan Social Media

An example: Scott Broom’s daily routine (digital correspondent at WUSA-TV)

Morning: Checks Facebook daily for story ideas and what his friends are interested in, 

because if a topic is of interest to them, it will be to others as well. Checks other media on 

Facebook to see what stories they’ve posted. Broom said he uses the social network like a 

personal news aggregator.

Depending what the story is, Broom will first search Google  and then use Twitter ’s search 

to find more sources or information.

Afternoon: After Broom posts his story to the web and reports on the TV newscast, WUSA 
tweets his content and posts it on the station’s Facebook page.

Use: “I’m not posting on social media nearly as much as searching for sources.”

Time: “To me, it doesn’t cost me a lot of time. In my search mode, it can save me a lot of 

time.”

Advice for making it part of the job: “My mindset early on: I need to find out what this is 

and I’m not going to find out by reading about it. I need to just do it.”

http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://mashable.com/2009/12/02/personal-social-media-roi/
http://www.blippr.com/apps/336661-Google
http://www.blippr.com/apps/336651-Twitter
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Use All Emerging Story Forms (by Tribune Co.) 

1. Diagrams
2. Billboards
3. Briefings
4. First person
5. Essential data
6. Grids
7. Pros/cons
8. Key questions
9. In your own words
10.Quizzes
11.Q & As
12.Timelines
13.Vignettes

…and 14:  mash 

them and invent 
some more!
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now it’s your métier

you need those skills onboard (for news and other projects)

Learn to Explore the Vast Possibilities of Local Databases

(for detail and examples, see my post “newspapers-potential-in-local-database-management”)

If you need help:
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social media input
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Online. 
Tweet

Into Social 
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attention
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“Big Fire 
Downtown”

“In Hotel 
Ambassador”

“Firemen’s
work, live”

“Guests safe
Evacuation” 

“How it 
started”

“Full 
coverage”

NEWS FLOW:      many sources, many outputs.   Readers cooperate. 
Your brand owns the live news.    Ads in all outputs.
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